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l  .The Hall polynomial g p counts subgroups of type n and cotype m in a finitemn
l  .abelian p-group of type l. We derive a formula for g p , along the lines ofmn
T. Klein's original formula but much simpler, which shows that its expansion in
powers of p y 1 has nonnegative coefficients. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. BACKGROUND
Every finite abelian p-group G is a direct sum of cyclic groups:
G ( Zrpl1 Z [ Zrpl2 Z [ ??? [ Zrpll . 1 .
If we arrange that l G l G ??? G l ) 0, then the partition l s1 2 l
 .l , . . . , l is determined by G, because the conjugate partition l9 is given1 l
by
lX s dim piy1GrpiG . 2 . .i Zr pZ
 .One calls l the isomorphism type of G. Each subgroup H of G has a
 .type n and a cotype m, which is the type of GrH, and it follows from 2
that m, n : l as partitions. We often equate a partition l with its shape
 . < 4 . < <i, j 1 F j F l . By convention l s 0 when i ) l, and l denotes  l .i i i i
Given three partitions l, m, and n , we may ask how many subgroups of
type n and cotype m appear in a finite abelian p-group of type l. Philip
Hall showed that the answer is given by a polynomial in p with integer
l  . coefficients, which is now called the Hall polynomial g p . Everythingmn
we say about finite abelian p-groups applies more generally, with q in
place of p, to finite modules over a discrete valuation ring R with finite
w x .residue field of cardinality q; see 4 . Hall also proved the following
properties of g l .mn
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v
lThe leading coefficient of g is the Littlewood]Richardson coeffi-mn
cient cl , a familiar quantity from the representation theory of themn
symmetric group. In particular, g l s 0 if and only if cl s 0.mn mn
v
l l  .  .  .  .If c / 0, then g has degree n l y n m y n n , where n l smn mn
 . i y 1 l .i i
v
l lThere is a natural symmetry g s g due to Pontryagin duality.mn nm
Hall polynomials, and associated symmetric functions, find application in
the character theory of finite general linear groups.
Unlike many polynomials of combinatorial interest, Hall polynomials
can have negative coefficients. For instance, a short calculation shows
31  .g p s p y 1, and more generally2, 2
g 3
n1n
n n p s pn y 1 pn y p ??? pn y pny1 s aGL n , ZrpZ . .  .  .  . .2 , 2
In order to study Hall polynomials from a combinatorial perspective, one
would like to understand how and where the negative coefficients arise.
w x l  .Butler and Hales 1 showed that g 1 is nonnegative; it counts themn
number of ways that the parts of m and n can be packed into the shape l.
They deduced that g l has nonnegative coefficients for all m and nmn
 .precisely when no two parts of l differ by more than one l G l y 1 ,l 1
and they obtained a combinatorial formula for the coefficients of g l inmn
this case.
Calculations of Hall polynomials suggest that negative coefficients are
never very numerous or very large. We substantiate this observation by
l  .proving that g p is a positive integral linear combination of powers ofmn
p y 1, answering a question raised at the 1993 Jerusalem Combinatorics
l  .Conference. In the process we obtain a formula for g p that is some-mn
what more perspicuous than previous ones. It boils down to a sum of
 .products of p-binomial coefficients Gaussian polynomials , powers of p,
and factors of the form pi y p j with i ) j, and hence is manifestly a
polynomial in p y 1 with nonnegative coefficients. Recall that the p-
w n xbinomial coefficient , which counts m-dimensional subspaces of anm p
n-dimensional vector space over ZrpZ, has the combinatorial interpreta-
tion
n < m < a i , j.g S=T < i) j4s p s p , 3 . m p nym  4m:m SjTs 1, . . . , n
aSsm , aTsnym
and hence is a polynomial in p with nonnegative coefficients.
 .Formula 3 comes from counting subspaces by their standard matrices,
which are m = n matrices over ZrpZ. We define the standard matrix of a
subspace to be the unique matrix whose rows form a basis for the subspace
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and which is in row-reduced re¨erse echelon form: the rightmost nonzero
entry in each row is 1, each trailing 1 lies to the right of the trailing 1 in
the preceding row, and all entries below a trailing 1 are zero. Standard
matrices look like
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ) 1 0 0 0 0 ,
0 ) 0 ) ) 1 0
0 ) 0 ) ) 0 1
so the number of standard matrices whose trailing 1's fall in certain
columns S is a power of p. We will use a similar idea to calculate Hall
polynomials.
2. REDUCTION TO F-POLYNOMIALS
w xFormulas for Hall polynomials have been obtained by T. Klein 3 and
w x l  .I. G. Macdonald 4 . Both authors express g p as a sum of products ofmn
 .simpler polynomials F p , and we will follow the same strategy.abg
The first step is to classify subgroups H according to the cotypes of piH
for i G 0. Let G be a finite abelian p-group of type l, and let H be a
subgroup of type n and cotype m. We associate with H a tableau T of
 Xshape l9 y m9 and weight n 9 a filling of the skew shape l9 y m9 with n 1
ones, n X twos, and so on, the numbers increasing weakly along rows and2
.strictly along columns as follows. The subgroups
H > pH > p2H > ??? > pn1 H s 0
of G have cotypes
m s m0. ; m1. ; m2. ; ??? ; mn 1. s l, 4 .
and for 1 F i F n we place the integer i into the squares m i.9 y m iy1.91
w xof T. As shown in 4 , the tableaux T that arise are precisely those such
that the word of T , obtained by reading successive rows of T from right to
left, is a ballot sequence, meaning that in every prefix, each number i ) 0
occurs at least as often as i q 1. Such tableaux are counted by the
l9 l  .Littlewood]Richardson coefficient c s c . Let g p count the num-n 9m9 mn T
 .ber of subgroups H of G with associated tableau T. The quantities g pT
turn out to be monic polynomials in p of the same degree, which explains
the appearance of cl as the leading coefficient of g l .mn mn
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The second step is to factor the polynomials g , as explained inT
w x  .Macdonald 4 . If the tableau T comes from the partitions 4 , then we
have
n1
 iy1.  i.  iq1.g p s F p , .  .T m 9m 9m 9
is1
where mn 1q1 . s l, and the F-polynomials are defined as follows.
w xLEMMA 1 3, 4 . Let C be a finite abelian p-group of type g 9, and let B be
an elementary subgroup of C of cotype b9. The number of subgroups A : C of
 .cotype a 9 such that pA s B is gi¨ en by a polynomial F p with integerabg
coefficients.
Recall that an elementary abelian p-group is one annihilated by p.
<g <y < b < .Thus the type of B is 1 . The factorization of g arises because oneT
may choose the subgroup K s piH : G of cotype m i. inductively fori
i s n y 1, . . . , 1, 0; and in choosing K , one may take everything mod-1 iy1
ulo K .iq1
At this point the analyses of Klein and Macdonald diverge, but neither
 .applies directly to the p y 1 question. Klein obtains a formula for F pabg
in terms of rational functions of p that are not obviously polynomials,
though she proves they are. Macdonald observes instead that in the
situation of Lemma 1, counting subgroups A > B with pA : B is easy}it
amounts to counting elementary subgroups ArB of cotype a 9 in
CrB}and he then uses Mobius inversion on the lattice of subspaces of BÈ
to complete the calculation. The Mobius inversion essentially an inclu-È
.sion]exclusion argument introduces inconvenient signs into his final
formula.
3. A NEW FORMULA FOR F-POLYNOMIALS
We now present a new calculation of the polynomial F based onabg
counting standard matrices for the subgroups in question. Let us adopt the
notation of Lemma 1. First we quote the result that the cotype of the
elementary subgroup B : C determines B up to an automorphism of C.
w xFor a proof, see 2 , or observe that the restriction of Aut C to the socle, or
 .  .maximal elementary subgroup, S C is the parabolic subgroup of Aut S C
  . i < 4preserving the chain of subspaces S C l p C i s 1, 2, . . . . We may
therefore choose an isomorphism C ( Zrpg
X
1 Z [ ??? [ Zrpg
X
c Z such that,
if e represents the generator of the ith summand of C, then B has asi
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ZrpZ-basis the elements
iy1 <p e i , j g g y b . . 4j
For a picture, think of piy1e as the square in row i and column j of thej
shape g .
g 9 s 4433321
b9 s 3333221B
B B
The squares in g y b give generators for B, and the squares in b form a
picture of CrB. Multiplication by p moves each square to the square
 g Xiy1 .below. Multiplying a lowermost square an element p e by p sends iti
to zero.
Our task is to count subgroups A of C of cotype a 9 such that pA s B,
or equivalently, elementary subgroups ArB of CrB of cotype a 9 such
 .that f ArB s B, where
f : S CrB ª B , c q B ¬ pc .
 .is the map induced by multiplication by p. For the result F p to beabg
nonzero, we must assume g s b , lest B contain an element e outside1 1 g 1
the image of f. In addition, for ArB to be elementary, b y a must be,
like g y b , a horizontal strip: so we assume
0 F b X y a X , g X y b X F 1, i G 1. 5 .i i i i
These assumptions hold automatically if a , b , and g arise from a tableau
as described in Section 2.
 .We sort subspaces ArB of S CrB according to the dimensions of their
 .  .intersections with certain subspaces V ; S CrB . The socle S CrB comesi
 b X1y1 b Xny1 4with a basis p e , . . . , p e , where n s b , corresponding to the1 n 1
squares on the lower edge of b , and hence it has a standard flag of
subspaces
nX X
b y1 b y11 i :V s p e , . . . , p e .i 1 i is0
whose i-dimensional member is spanned by the lowermost squares in the
 .first i columns of b. The dimensions of the intersections V l ArBi
determine the cotype of A in C.
LEMMA 2. Let G be a finite abelian p-group of type l, and H a subgroup
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of G. The cotype of H in G is m if and only if
piy1G l H
X Xdim s l y m , i G 1.Zr pZ i iip G l H
Proof. A straightforward calculation using the Isomorphism Theorems.
 .COROLLARY. Let ArB ; S CrB . The cotype of A in C is a 9 if and only
if
V l ArB .b idim s b y a , i G 1.Zr pZ i iV l ArB .b iq1
Proof. Apply the lemma to G s CrB and H s ArB, observing that
iy1  . iy1  . p G l S CrB s V and hence p G l H s V l ArB . The pic-b bi i
iy1 .ture of p G is the portion of b lying in rows G i.
 .To count subspaces of S CrB , we represent each one by its standard
matrix. The standard matrix records a basis for the subspace in row-
reduced reverse echelon form, as in Section 1. Let ArB be an elementary
subgroup of CrB of cotype a 9. The dimension of ArB is necessarily
< < < <  4m s b y a , and hence there are exactly m indices i g 1, . . . , n such
that
dim V l ArB s 1 q dim V l ArB . .  .Zr pZ i Zr pZ iy1
 4Call these indices i F ??? F i . Then ArB has a basis u , . . . , u in1 m 1 m
which u g V , and if we require that the i th coordinate of u be 1 ifj i j kj
j s k and 0 otherwise, then this basis is unique. The vectors u , . . . , u1 m
form the rows of the standard matrix M for ArB. The columns i , . . . , i1 m
of M are called pi¨ otal.
The cotype of A can be read off from the pivotal columns of the
 .standard matrix for ArB. By the corollary, the condition cotype A s a 9
means that b y a of the last b y b columns of M are pivotal,1 1 1 2
b y a of the preceding b y b columns are pivotal, and so on, and2 2 2 3
finally b y a of the first b columns of M are pivotal, where b s b X.b b b 1
It remains to impose the condition that pA s B, or equivalently
 .  .f ArB s B. The map f sends the ith basis vector of S CrB to a basis
X X X X  .vector of B if g ) b , and to zero if g s b . Hence f ArB is spannedi i i i
by the rows of a certain submatrix of the standard matrix M, namely, that
consisting of the columns of M whose indices i satisfy g X ) b X. Call suchi i
 .columns special. We have f ArB s B if and only if the special submatrix
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< < < <has rank dim B. Since the special submatrix has only g y b s dim B
 .columns, it follows that f ArB s B if and only if the special columns of
M are linearly independent.
Counting the number of possibilities for M, given a set of pivotal
columns, is now easy. If one chooses the columns of M from right to left,
i the number of choices for each nonpivotal column is either p for a
. i j  .nonspecial column or p y p for a special column , where i is the
number of pivotal columns to its right and j is the number of special
columns to its right. If the column is not special, its lowest i entries can be
any elements of ZrpZ, giving pi possibilities. If the column is special, p j
possibilities are eliminated because they lie in the span of the j special
. i i jcolumns to the right. The product of these factors p and p y p is the
 i jnumber of choices for M. If a factor p y p appears with i - j, so does a
i j .factor p y p with i s j, and hence the product is zero.
EXAMPLE. Suppose g s 7652 and b s 764 as in the picture above, and
< < < <let a s 652. The special columns are 1, 2, and 5. Since b y a s 4, four
columns of M must be pivotal: two of the first four columns, one of the
next two columns, and the last column. Suppose the pivotal columns are
1, 3, 6, 7. Then the matrix M and its image under f look like
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 q 1 0 0 0 0 0 q 0¬ .
0 q 0 ) q 1 0 0 q q
0 q 0 ) q 0 1 0 q q
Entries marked ) are unrestricted, while entries marked q are restricted
 .by the requirement that the columns of f M be linearly independent.
There are p2 y 1 choices for column 5 of M, p2 choices for column 4, and
p3 y p choices for column 2.
 .The analysis to this point shows that F p , when expanded in powersabg
of p y 1, has nonnegative coefficients. Since g l is a sum of products ofmn
F-polynomials, we obtain the main result.
l  .THEOREM. The Hall polynomial g p has nonnegati¨ e coefficients whenmn
expanded in powers of p y 1.
With a little more work, we can also obtain a reasonably concise formula
 .for F p . The problem is to express the sum over the possible sets ofabg
pivotal columns. Break the columns into blocks of size b y b fork kq1
k s b X , . . . , 2, 1, and observe that the distribution of pivotal columns within1
a block does not affect the number of choices for columns in other blocks.
Hence it suffices to compute the number of choices for a single block.
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Within block k there are b y g nonspecial columns followed byk kq1
g y b special columns.kq1 kq1
Suppose that the first r of the nonspecial columns and the first s of the
special columns are pivotal, where r q s s b y a . Then the number ofk k
choices for the entries of the nonpivotal nonspecial columns is
b yg yrk kq1
sq  b ya .j- k j jp , 6 .
is1
and for the nonpivotal special columns
g yb yskq1 kq1
  b ya . iy1q g yb .j- k j j jF k j jp y p . 7 . .
is1
It remains to account for other possible distributions of the r nonspecial
and s special pivotal columns. Exchanging a pivotal special column with an
nonpivotal special column just to its right in the same block multiplies the
number of choices for the nonpivotal column by p, and leaves other
columns unaffected. Hence we pick up a factor of p for each nonpivotal
special column lying left of a pivotal special column in the same block. By
g y bkq 1 kq1 .  .Eq. 3 , the sum of these factors over all choices of s specials
g y bkq 1 kq1w xcolumns is the p-binomial coefficient . Similar remarks applyps
b y gk kq1w xto the nonspecial columns, and yield a factor of . In other words,pr
the total number of choices for block k, given that exactly s of the special
columns are pivotal, is the product of these two p-binomial coefficients
 .  .with 6 and 7 . Therefore
F p .abg
b y g g y bk kq1 kq1 kq1s    r sp pkG1 rqssb yak k
b yg yrk kq1
sq  b ya .j- k j j= p
is1
g yb yskq1 kq1
  b ya . iy1q g yb .j- k j j jF k j j= p y p . /is1
 .  .provided that b s g and 5 holds. Otherwise F p s 0.1 1 a bg
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